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ABSTRACT

The memory consistency model, or memory model, supported by a shared-memory multiprocessor directly
affects its performance. The most commonly assumed memory model is sequential consistency (SC). While SC
provides a simple model for the programmer, it imposes rigid constraints on the ordering of memory accesses and
restricts the use of common hardware and compiler optimizations. To remedy the shortcomings of SC, several
relaxed memory models have been proposed in the literature. These include processor consistency (PC), weak
ordering (WO), release consistency (RCsc/RCpc), total store ordering (TSO), and partial store ordering (PSO).
While the relaxed models provide the potential for higher performance, they present a more complex model for
programmers when compared to SC.
Our previous research has addressed this tradeoff by taking a programmer-centric approach. We have proposed memory models (DRF0, DRF1, PL) that allow the programmer to reason with SC, but require certain information about the memory accesses. This information is used by the system to relax the ordering among memory
accesses while still maintaining SC for the programmer. Our previous models formalized the information that
allowed optimizations associated with WO and RCsc to be used. This paper extends the above approach by
defining a new model, PLpc, that allows optimizations of the TSO, PSO, PC, and RCpc models as well. Thus,
PLpc provides a unified programming model that maintains the ease of reasoning with SC while providing for
efficiency and portability across a wide range of proposed system designs.

1. Introduction
A memory consistency model or a memory model for a shared-memory multiprocessor system is a formal
specification of how memory read and write accesses of a program will appear to execute to the programmer
[2, 5]. Sequential consistency (SC) [11] is the most commonly used memory model since it requires the execution
of a parallel program to appear as some interleaving of the execution of the parallel processes on a sequential
machine. While SC allows for simple reasoning about programs, it restricts many common uniprocessor hardware
and compiler optimizations that reorder or overlap the execution of memory accesses [4, 13].
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
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To achieve better system performance, researchers have proposed alternate memory models: processor consistency (PC) [5]1, total store ordering (TSO) [15], partial store ordering (PSO) [15], weak ordering (WO) [4],
and release consistency (RCsc/RCpc) [5]. The optimizations allowed by these models can provide substantial
improvement in system performance, especially as memory latencies grow relative to processor speeds [6, 7].
However, the formal definitions of the models are presented almost completely in terms of the optimizations
allowed. Defining models in this manner leads to two problems: (1) every new hardware optimization potentially
results in a new model, requiring programmers to reason with a wide variety of specifications, and (2) the models
are too hardware-centric since they mainly express the hardware optimizations they allow; most programmers do
not want to deal directly with hardware optimizations.
Our previous research has addressed the above dilemma by proposing a more programmer-centric approach
that provides a higher level of abstraction to the programmer. This approach guarantees SC if certain information
about the memory accesses is provided; the information is used to exploit various optimizations without violating
SC. The data-race-free-0 (DRF0) [1] and data-race-free-1 (DRF1) [2] memory models, and the notion of properly
labeled (PL) programs2 [5] allow the programmer to reason with SC, and at the same time allow the optimizations
of WO and RCsc. This is achieved by requiring the programmer to explicitly identify the accesses in the program
that could be involved in a race.
Our new memory model, called PLpc3, extends our previous framework to allow the programmer to reason
with SC, while allowing the additional optimizations of TSO, PSO, PC and RCpc as well. It achieves this by
requiring the programmer to additionally identify a common class of synchronization accesses where one process
waits on a location until a particular value is written by another process.
A direct impact of our work is that programmers who prefer to reason with SC need only provide programlevel information (as specified by the PLpc memory model) to exploit the same optimizations as allowed by the
hardware-centric models. We claim that providing this type of information is easier and more natural for the programmer than reasoning with the hardware-centric models directly. More broadly, the PLpc memory model
unifies a large set of seemingly different systems for both programmers and system designers. For programmers,
writing programs for the PLpc memory model allows for simple reasoning and portability across many systems.
For system designers, specifying PLpc as the memory model allows building systems with a wide range of optimizations without sacrificing portability or ease of use.
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
1. The processor consistency model considered in this paper is different from that proposed by Goodman [9].
2. We will also use PL to imply a memory model that guarantees SC to all PL programs.
3. The PL memory model encompasses systems that guarantee SC among competing accesses (defined later) [5]. The
PLpc memory model extends PL to include systems that at most guarantee PC among such accesses. Thus the name PLpc.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the PLpc memory model. Section 3 provides intuition for the optimizations that can be exploited by a system that obeys the PLpc memory model. Section 4 gives mappings from PLpc to the hardware-centric models, which allow programs written for PLpc to be
run efficiently on the hardware-centric models without violating SC. Section 5 concludes the paper.
The proofs to support the material in Sections 3 and 4 appear in another paper [3]. The paper develops a
formal and general framework for defining, implementing, and proving equivalences among several memory
models [3]. It illustrates the use of this framework by deriving a set of sufficient conditions for systems that satisfy
the PLpc memory model and proving that the hardware-centric models satisfy these conditions with the mappings
of Section 4.

2. The PLpc Memory Model
This section presents the PLpc memory model. Section 2.1 gives a categorization of shared memory
accesses that forms the basis of the information required by the PLpc memory model. Section 2.2 states how the
information on the category of an access can be correctly conveyed for PLpc and formalizes the PLpc memory
model.

2.1. Categorization of Memory Accesses
The PLpc memory model uses two notions to categorize memory accesses. First, it distinguishes between
accesses that may be involved in a race (usually synchronization accesses) and those that are never involved in a
race (usually data accesses). Second, of the accesses that may be involved in a race, PLpc identifies a class of
synchronization accesses where a processor repeatedly reads a location until another processor writes a particular
value to that location. In this section, we formalize the above access categories. Section 3 discusses the optimizations that such a categorization makes possible.
We start by clarifying some terminology that will be used in the rest of this section. A memory access, or
simply an access, is a single read or write to a specific shared memory location.4 For every execution of a program, the program text defines a partial order, called the program order (

po

), on the memory accesses of each

process in the execution [17]. An SC execution refers to an execution of a program on an SC system (Refer to
[2, 3] for formal definitions of a program, an execution, and a system.) A system is SC if the result of every execuhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
4. An atomic read-modify-write is treated as a read access followed by a write access [2, 5]. We implicitly assume an
implementation that does not allow a write to be executed between the read and the write of a read-modify-write to the
same location [3].
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tion on it can be obtained by some total order (
obeys

po

) of the memory accesses of the execution such that

to

[11]. The result of an execution has been interpreted as the values its reads return [2, 8]. Finally, two

accesses are considered conflicting if they are to the same location and at least one of them is a write [17].
Figure 1(a) shows a typical producer/consumer interaction that we use as an example to illustrate the
accesses categories. The producer (P1) writes two locations and sets a flag, while the consumer (P2) waits for the
flag to be set and then reads the two locations. We next formalize the access categories.
P1

P2

A = 1;
B = 1;
Flag = 1;
while (Flag == 0);
... = B;
... = A;

(a) Program Text
P1

P2

Write A
po

Write B

Read Flag

po

to

Write Flag

Read Flag
po

Read B
po

Read A
(b) Program Order and
Total Order

Figure 1. Example code segment.
In Figure 1(a), the accesses to A (and B) are always separated or ordered by the accesses to flag. We refer
to the accesses to A and B as non-competing accesses and to those to flag as competing accesses. The formal
definitions follow.
Definition 1: Ordering Chain: For two conflicting accesses u and v of an SC execution with a total
order to , an ordering chain exists from access u to access v if u po v or
u

po

w1

to

r1

po

w2

to

r2

po

w3 . . .

to

rn

po

v,

where n ≥ 1, wi is a write access, r j is a read access, and wi and r j are to the same location if i = j. If
all accesses in the above chain are to the same location, then u maybe the same as w 1 , and v maybe
the same as rn as long as there is at least one po arc in the chain.5
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
5. Similar ordering relations are also used in [1, 2, 8].
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Definition 2: Competing and Non-competing Accesses: Two conflicting accesses of an execution
of a program form a competing pair if there is at least one SC execution of the program where there is
no ordering chain between the accesses. An access is a competing access if it belongs to at least one
competing pair. Otherwise, it is non-competing.6
Figure 1(b) shows the

po

and

to

arcs that provide an ordering chain between the accesses to A and to

B in every SC execution of the code in Figure 1(a). There is no ordering chain between the write and the reads to
flag. Therefore, the accesses to A and B are non-competing, while those to flag are competing.
In Figure 1(a), P2 reads flag in a loop until P1 writes it. Such a loop is called a synchronization loop construct. Below, we formalize a simple case of a synchronization loop construct in which the loop repeatedly executes a read or a read-modify-write to a specific location until it returns one of certain specific values. In the appendix, we give a more general definition that, for example, allows implementations of locks using test&test&set
[14] or back-off [12] techniques to be considered as synchronization loop constructs.
Definition 3: Synchronization Loop Construct: A synchronization loop construct is a sequence of
instructions in a program that satisfies the following. (i) The construct executes a read or a readmodify-write to a specific location. Depending on whether the value returned is one of certain
specified values, the construct either terminates or repeats the above. (ii) If the construct executes a
read-modify-write, then the writes of all but the last read-modify-write store values returned by the
corresponding reads. (iii) The construct terminates in every SC execution.
Given that a synchronization loop construct eventually terminates, the number of times the loop executes or
the values returned by its unsuccessful reads cannot be detected and should not matter to the programmer. For example, in Figure 1(a), it cannot be detected and does not matter how many times P2 reads flag unsuccessfully, or
even what values the unsuccessful reads return, as long as eventually a read returns 1 and terminates the loop. For
this reason, we assume that the unsuccessful reads of a synchronization loop construct do not contribute to the
result of an SC execution. Thus, if all the accesses of a synchronization loop construct are replaced with only the
last read or read-modify-write that exited the loop, we still get an SC execution with the same result as before [3].
Therefore, in analyzing SC executions, we treat a synchronization loop construct as a single access which is the
last read or read-modify-write that terminates the loop construct.
Synchronization loop constructs often have another special property. Generally, accesses in a competing
pair can execute in any order. However, with the competing pair comprising of the write that terminates a synchronization loop construct and the final read of the loop construct, the write always executes before the read.
For example, in Figure 1(a), P1’s write to flag must execute before P2’s final read of flag. Such write-read competing pairs for which the order of execution is fixed allow for optimizations that are not possible for other
accesses. We call such writes and reads loop accesses and formalize them below.
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
6. DRF1 and PL defined the notion of data races [1, 2] and competing accesses [5] that are similar to competing
accesses defined above. The major difference is that Definition 1 allows u = w 1 and v = rn only if all accesses on the ordering chain are to the same location. DRF1 and PL do not have such a restriction.
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Definition 4: Loop and Non-Loop Reads: A competing read is a loop read if (i) it is the final read of
a synchronization loop construct that terminates the construct, (ii) it competes with at most one write
in any SC execution, and (iii) if it competes with a write in an SC execution, then it returns the value
of that write; i.e., the write is necessary to make the synchronization loop construct terminate. A
competing read that is not a loop read is a non-loop read.
Definition 5: Loop and Non-Loop Writes: A competing write is a loop write if it competes only
with loop reads in every SC execution. A competing write that is not a loop write is a non-loop write.
In summary, we categorize accesses as competing or non-competing. We further categorize the competing
accesses as loop or non-loop. Figure 2 summarizes this categorization. Although our definitions may seem complex, the intuition is fairly simple and the information we require, i.e., whether an access is competing or not and
whether it is a loop access or not, is naturally available to the programmer in most cases.

shared
competing
non−loop

non−competing

loop

Figure 2. Categorization for read and write accesses to shared data.

2.2. Properly-Labeled Programs
We discuss how access categories can be correctly conveyed for the PLpc memory model by formalizing
the notion of a PLpc program, and then define the PLpc memory model.
There are no restrictions on how the category of an access can be conveyed. Several methods are discussed
in our earlier work which apply to PLpc as well [1, 2, 5]. One such method is for a system to provide easy to use
high-level synchronization constructs (e.g., monitors and distributed task queues), and to require programmers to
order all conflicting memory accesses through these constructs. With such an approach, only the writers of the
high-level synchronization constructs need to see the full complexity of PLpc. Irrespective of how the categories
are actually conveyed, we can use an abstraction where every access has a label associated with it that identifies
its category. The valid labels for PLpc are non-competing, loop and non-loop. Note that labeling does not require
adding extra instructions in the program; it only requires distinguishing memory accesses according to their
categories.
We now discuss when accesses are considered correctly labeled. If every access is labeled with the
category it actually belongs to, the labeling is clearly correct. However, such information may not be available for
certain accesses. For those cases, we allow the labeling to be conservative. This ensures correctness at the cost of
not fully exploiting the potential for performance. Informally, a label is conservative if its category requires less
information than the actual category of the access. Conservative labels are shown in bold in Figure 2. Thus, a
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non-competing access can be conservatively labeled as competing (loop or non-loop) and a loop access can be
conservatively labeled as non-loop. The following formalizes when a program is properly labeled. We use the
subscript L to distinguish the label for an access from the intrinsic category of the access.
Definition 6: Properly-Labeled Programs (PLpc programs): A program is properly-labeled
(PLpc) if (i) all accesses labeled non −competingL are non-competing accesses, and (ii) all accesses
labeled loopL are loop accesses.7
To illustrate proper labeling, Figure 3 shows two common synchronization scenarios (shared locations are
shown starting with an upper case letter). Figure 3(a) shows the implementation of locks and unlocks using
test&set and unset. The while loop containing the test&set forms a synchronization loop construct; therefore, we
ignore unsuccessful test&sets. The test of a final test&set competes only with the unset that is required for the
loop to terminate. Therefore, the test is a loop read. The set of a final test&set is non-competing. The unset competes only with a final test; therefore, it is a loop write.8
loop read &
test&set(S) non−competing write

while ( test&set(S) );
accesses to data
unset(S);

write(S)

loop write

(a) critical section
accesses to data
/* barrier code */
local_flag = ! local_flag;
if ( fetch&incr(Count) == N ) {
Count = 1;
Flag = local_flag;
} else {
while ( Flag != local_flag ) ;
}

non−loop read &
fetch&incr(Count) non−loop write
non−competing write
write(Count)
loop write
write(Flag)

read(Flag)

loop read

accesses to data
(b) barrier

Figure 3. Examples of access categories and access labels.
Figure 3(b) shows the implementation of a barrier [12] using an atomic fetch-and-increment operation [10].
The while loop containing the reads on flag forms a synchronization loop construct; therefore, we ignore the unsuccessful reads of flag. The write to count is a non-competing access; the fetch and increment on count, and the
write and the final read to flag are competing accesses. The read and write to flag are loop accesses, while the
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
7. Condition (i) is very similar to that for PL [5] and DRF1 [2].
8. DRF1 and PL did not ignore unsuccessful accesses of a synchronization loop construct. An unsuccessful set can
compete with an unset and was therefore considered competing. To differentiate between an unset and set, competing
accesses were further categorized as paired and unpaired synchronization in DRF1, and syncs and nsyncs in PL. PLpc does
not need these distinctions.
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fetch and increment are non-loop accesses.
The PLpc model is defined as follows.
Definition 7: The PLpc Memory Model: A system obeys the PLpc memory model if all executions
of any PLpc program on the system are SC executions.

3. Possible Optimizations with the PLpc Memory Model
This section provides the intuition for how the information in a PLpc program can be used by a system
obeying the PLpc memory model to exploit certain optimizations both in the hardware and compiler while still
maintaining SC. A more general set of optimizations allowed by the PLpc memory model along with a proof of
correctness appears in [3]. Below we first state a set of sufficient requirements for SC and then show how these
requirements can be weakened for systems that satisfy only the PLpc memory model.
To provide SC executions, it is sufficient if (i) accesses of a single processor are executed one at a time in
program order, and (ii) a write is made visible to all processors simultaneously (referred to as atomicity) [16]. If
(i) is satisfied, it follows that a weaker notion of the atomicity condition in (ii) suffices: it is sufficient if a write becomes visible simultaneously to all processors other than the one that issued the write. In the following, we use
atomic to refer to this weaker notion. The information in a PLpc program allows a system obeying the PLpc
memory model to reorder and overlap certain accesses of a processor and to allow certain writes to be non-atomic.
The first level of information provided in PLpc programs distinguishes between competing and noncompeting accesses. This allows for virtually the same optimizations as the PL and DRF1 models. PL and DRF1
allow for all optimizations of WO and RCsc [2, 5]. Thus, non-competing accesses can be fully reordered and overlapped (as long as intra-processor dependences are observed) in the region between a competing read and a competing write.9 However, with just this level of information, competing accesses have to be executed as on an SC
system (as is the case for WO and RCsc).
The second level of information provided in PLpc programs decreases the restrictions on competing
accesses. This results in potentially higher performance than WO and RCsc, and allows the optimizations of TSO,
PSO, PC and RCpc as discussed in Section 4. Specifically, we have shown that a loop read does not have to wait
for previous writes, and a non-loop read does not have to wait for previous loop writes [3]. Equivalently, when a
read follows a write, the read need wait for the write only if both are non-loop accesses. Further, we have also
shown that loop writes do not have to be atomic [3]. While we do not give the proof for these optimizations here,
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
9. In the discussion, relations among accesses such as between, previous, following, etc., are in the context of program
order.
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the following examples convey the intuition for why they work, and also indicate the performance gains they
yield.
Consider the code segment shown in Figure 4(a). Each processor produces a value, sets a flag, waits for the
other processor’s flag to be set, and consumes the value produced by the other processor. The read and write
accesses to the flag locations are competing loop accesses and are shown in bold. As long as we ignore the unsuccessful intermediate reads in the loops, the executions of the program appear SC even if loop reads overlap previous loop writes. Consider the performance gain from this optimization. Assume P1 has set Flag1 first. Now assume P2 sets Flag2. The optimization allows P2 to continue with the loop-read before the write of Flag2 completes, in effect overlapping and hiding the latency of the write with the following computation.10
P1

P2

A = 1;
Flag1 = 1;

B = 1;
Flag2 = 1;

while (Flag2 == 0);
... = B;

while (Flag1 == 0);
... = A;

(a)
P2

P1
A = 1;
unlock L1;

B = 1;
unlock L2;

lock L2;
... = B;

lock L1;
... = A;
(b)

Figure 4. Example code segments with loop reads and loop writes.
As another example, consider the code segment shown in Figure 4(b). The code is similar to Figure 4(a)
except that it uses locks and unlocks instead of flags. Assume the implementation of locks and unlocks shown in
Figure 3(a). PLpc allows the read (loop read) and the write (non-competing write) of the test-and-set to occur before the previous unset (loop write). Thus, the acquiring of one lock can occur fully before the previous release of
another lock without violating SC and provides performance gains similar to those described for the previous example.
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
10. Either P2 has a valid copy of Flag1 and successfully completes the loop and continues or it needs to fetch a copy of
Flag1 and thus overlaps the latency of this read with the previous write.
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Finally, the loop writes to the flags in Figure 4(a), to the lock locations in Figure 4(b), or to the flag in the
barrier code in Figure 3(b) need not be atomic to get SC executions. The writes in these examples would benefit
from using updates (versus invalidates) in a cache-coherent environment to reduce the communication latency for
the critical synchronization. However, supporting atomic updates in a large-scale system is both unnatural and
inefficient [5]. Thus, there is clear benefit from allowing certain competing writes to be non-atomic with the
guarantee of SC results.
In summary, PLpc programs provide two types of information about shared accesses. The information distinguishing between competing and non-competing accesses allows for virtually the same optimizations as PL and
DRF1. The second type of information (i.e., loop and non-loop category) allows for relaxing the ordering
between competing accesses further while still maintaining SC. The gain from the latter optimization becomes
more pronounced in programs with a high frequency of competing accesses (i.e., with fine grain synchronization).
Although we have mainly concerned ourselves with hardware optimizations in the above examples, optimizations possible in the compiler are directly related to the flexibility the hardware has in ordering memory
accesses. Due to its extra flexibility, PLpc has the potential of allowing further compiler optimizations than allowed by PL and DRF models as well. However, since many compiler optimizations require the full flexibility of
reordering both read and write accesses, we believe the extra gain from the limited reordering between competing
accesses as allowed by PLpc will be more prominent in hardware than in the compiler.

4. Porting PLpc Programs to Hardware-Centric Models
This section discusses how the information contained in a PLpc program (in the form of access labels) can
be used to efficiently execute the program on a system supporting a hardware-centric model while still maintaining SC. This is done by providing a mapping from the access categories supported by PLpc to the access
categories supported by the hardware-centric models. This mapping is mechanical, thereby allowing for automatic and efficient portability of PLpc programs to a variety of system architectures.

4.1. Porting PLpc Programs to WO and RCsc
DRF1 and PL already indicate how PLpc programs can be mapped to WO and RCsc [2, 5]. For WO, competing accesses should be mapped to synchronization accesses. For RCsc, competing reads and writes should be
mapped to acquires and releases respectively. Since WO and RCsc require acquires and releases to be SC, they
do not benefit from the loop versus non-loop categorization of PLpc.
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4.2. Porting PLpc Programs to TSO, PSO, PC, and RCpc
TSO, PSO, PC, and RCpc allow reads to bypass previous writes, while PC and RCpc allow writes to be
non-atomic. As discussed in Section 3, allowing these optimizations for loop accesses does not violate SC. However, allowing non-loop reads to bypass previous non-loop writes, and making non-loop writes non-atomic can
violate SC as illustrated by the examples in Figure 5. In the figure, all accesses are non-loop accesses. For the
code segment in Figure 5(a), TSO, PSO, PC, and RCpc allow the reads to execute before previous writes. Thus,
the non-SC outcome (x,y) = (0,0) is possible. Similarly, for the code segment in Figure 5(b), non-atomicity of
writes makes the non-SC outcome of (u,v,w) = (1,1,0) possible under PC and RCpc.

P1
A = 1;
x = B;

P2
B = 1;
y = A;

P1
A = 1;

(a)

P2
u = A;
B = 1;

P3
v = B;
w = A;

(b)

Figure 5. Example code segments to illustrate violation of SC.
TSO, PSO, PC, and RCpc do not provide a direct way in which non-loop reads can be made to stall before
previous non-loop writes complete. Furthermore, PC and RCpc do not provide a direct way in which non-loop
writes can be made atomic. However, we have shown that using atomic read-modify-writes for certain non-loop
accesses can achieve a similar effect by satisfying a set of more general sufficient conditions for a PLpc system
[3]. The exact mapping is described below.
For TSO and PSO, for every non-loop write followed by a non-loop read, at least one of the accesses should
be part of an atomic read-modify-write operation. Additionally, PSO also allows writes to be reordered if they are
not separated by a STBAR (store barrier). Therefore, competing writes (whether looping or non-looping) need to
be preceded by a STBAR for PSO. For PC and RCpc, all non-loop reads should be part of an atomic readmodify-write operation. Additionally, for RCpc, competing reads and writes should be identified as acquires and
releases respectively.
The above mappings use atomic read-modify-writes for non-loop accesses since the base systems (TSO,
PSO, PC, and RCpc) do not provide a more direct way of achieving the orders described in Section 3. It may at
first seem unnatural and inefficient to use read-modify-writes instead of regular accesses. However, many synchronization constructs such as locks and barriers are already implemented with atomic read-modify-write operations. In programs that use this type of synchronization, the non-loop accesses are often confined to these operations. Therefore, many programs naturally (and hence efficiently) obey our mapping for non-loop accesses. For
example, in Figure 3(b), the competing non-loop accesses to location Count are already part of a fetch-andincrement operation. This explains why many programs written for SC systems work correctly on TSO and PC
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systems without any changes.
In the uncommon cases where a competing non-loop access is not naturally part of a read-modify-write, the
access may need to be converted into a dummy read-modify-write operation to provide the correct mapping. Converting the normal access into a more expensive read-modify-write access may be inefficient. In some cases,
conversion to a read-modify-write may be impossible if the hardware does not provide sufficiently general readmodify-write operations required for the conversion (e.g., a test&set can not be used to provide the functionality
of an arbitrary write operation). To solve this problem, a base system (TSO, PSO, PC, or RCpc) can be extended
to provide direct mechanisms for achieving the required order among competing accesses. For TSO and PSO,
supporting a fence mechanism [5] to delay future reads for previous writes allows for directly delaying non-loop
reads for previous non-loop writes. For PC and RCpc, the extra ability to force certain writes to appear atomic
provides an alternative correct mapping: a fence is required between every non-loop write and non-loop read and
all non-loop writes need to be mapped to atomic writes.
Of all the hardware-centric models considered in this section, RCpc provides the most aggressive system for
translating the information provided in a PLpc program into performance gains while still maintaining SC. However, it is possible to build a more aggressive implementation that obeys the PLpc model based on the sufficient
system constraints specified in [3].

5. Conclusions
Sequential consistency (SC) is a simple model for programmers, but restricts the use of common uniprocessor hardware and compiler optimizations. To achieve higher performance, several alternate memory models have
been proposed. Unfortunately, this divergence from SC, along with the hardware-oriented description of the
models, results in more complicated models for the programmer.
We proposed the memory model PLpc using a more programmer-centric approach to address the tradeoff
between simplicity and efficiency. PLpc allows programmers to reason with SC, but requires programmers to explicitly identify accesses that race, and accesses that are part of a common waiting-synchronization construct.
These two pieces of information are used to exploit the optimizations proposed by previous models while still
maintaining SC. Using PLpc is simple because the required information about the program is often naturally
known and conveyed by the programmer.
PLpc serves as a unifying memory model for the various memory access optimizations that have been proposed by hardware and compiler designers. For programmers, PLpc programs can be easily and efficiently ported
from one system to another. With the earlier models, this would require programmers to re-establish the correct-
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ness of their programs using the hardware specifications of each system. Correspondingly, for system designers,
the PLpc model allows for systems with various degrees of optimizations without sacrificing programming simplicity or portability.
Although PLpc allows optimizations proposed by all current hardware-centric models, it is possible to allow
more optimizations if more information is known about the program. In [3], we develop a general framework that
gives intuition for the type of information that can be used for different optimizations, and also provide specific
examples of such information.
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Appendix
Below, we give a more general definition for synchronization loop constructs than Definition 3.
Definition A: Loop construct: A loop construct is a sequence of instructions in a program that would
be repeatedly executed until a specific read in the sequence (the exit read) reads a specific location
(the exit location) and returns one of certain values (the exit read values). If the exit read is part of a
read-modify-write, then the write of the read-modify-write is called the exit write and the value it
writes is called the exit write value.
Definition B: Synchronization Loop Construct: A loop construct in a program is a synchronization
loop construct if it always terminates for every SC execution of the program, and if the following
holds. Consider a modification of the program so that it executes beginning at the loop construct.
Add another process to the program that randomly changes the data memory. Consider every SC
execution with every possible initial state of the data memory and processor registers. At the
beginning of every such SC execution, the exit read, exit location, and exit read values should only be
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a function of the initial state of memory and registers, and of the program text. The exit write value
can additionally be a function of the value that the exit read returns. Then for every such SC
execution,
(i) except for the final exit write, loop instructions should not change the value of any shared memory
location,
(ii) the values of registers or private memory changed by any loop instruction cannot be accessed by
any instruction not in the loop construct,
(iii) a loop instruction cannot modify the exit read, exit location, exit read values, or the exit write
values corresponding to a particular exit read value,
(iv) the loop terminates only when the exit read returns one of the exit read values from the exit
location and the exit write stores the exit write value corresponding to the exit read value returned,
(v) if exit read values persist in the exit location, then the loop eventually exits.
When analyzing an SC execution for access categories, all accesses of a synchronization loop construct can
be replaced only by the final successful exit read and exit write [3]. The unsuccessful accesses may be labeled
non-competing since non-competing accesses allow the most aggressive optimizations.
The above definition is fairly general (which is a reason for its complexity). For example, it allows
implementations of locks using test&test&set [14] or back-off [12] techniques to be considered as synchronization
loop constructs.
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